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“Non-reproducible single occurrences are of no 
signifcance to science.” – Karl Popper 

Plan for paper:

●Describe theory
●Some magic happens
●Conclusions
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There are options for parallel execution: 
threads  on same machine or  
multi-user parallel systems  
( IPython cluster,  SkyGrid )
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Yandex School of Data Analysis

Great! Finally I found 
an appropriate journal

 to publish my discovery!

github.com/yandex/REP

References:
● http://buildwithchrome.com
● http://jir.com

● Data popularity estimator
github.com/hushchyn-mikhail/DataPopularity

● Bs –> µµµµ analysis

● Uboost-like algorithms 
github.com/anaderi/lhcb_trigger_ml

● LHCb topological trigger optimization

REP was used for: 

for name, cl in estimators.items():
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